CERAMICS: HANDBUILDING SCULPTURE (S-4)
Nicolle LaMere
Beginner
Tuesday afternoon 1:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Mar 24 – May 19
9 Weeks

SUPPLY LIST
Most supplies to purchase can be found at the Houston Ceramic Store

Students Purchase

- 1 Bag of Clay – **low fire clay cone 05** NOT cone 5
- Clay tools- A beginning clay tool set can be found at many supply stores including Hobby Lobby and Texas Art Supply. Whatever you purchase be sure to acquire a metal rib, wire tool, fork, sponge, fettling knife, brushes
- Newspaper
- Scissors
- Ruler
- Sketchbook or notebook for your ideas
- Stamps or “texture makers” for decoration

For questions or concerns about materials or course content, please email your instructor, Nicolle LaMere at lameren@gmail.com